Over the last 10 years a new theory in the interpretation of cartography has taken shape. In her overview of the various interpretative approaches that have variously contributed to the present critical approach, the author identifies semiotics as one of the trails principally worth pursuing. A semiotic approach, namely a theory of cartographic semiosis, effectively shifts the emphasis from maps intended as a mediation of territory to maps taken as agents, whereby actions to be carried out on territory are determined. This perspective may be defined as cartographic hermeneutics, since it undermines the very semiotic notion of map analysis: the study of maps relies not on autonomous semiosis but on a second level (or metasemiotic) semiosis that is deeply rooted in and strictly related to first-level, territorial semiosis. In particular, the author focuses on two concepts: self-reference and iconization. The former, which constitutes the core of cartographic communication, is used to indicate the map's ability to be accepted as such (by its mere existence) and to communicate independently of the intentions of the cartographer. The latter is the communicative process that results in circumstances and contingencies being communicated as truths (thanks to the self-referential nature of the map). Hence, as a model, the map does not represent territory but replaces it. Iconization means that direct knowledge of the world is sidelined, with the greater relevance being given to the knowledge generated by the map itself.
Society and Cartography
Never has there been such a rich variety of approaches, techniques, and theories regarding the problematic nature of the relation between a geographical map and its social role. Focused on the theme of ''Mapping the Elsewhere,'' the last International Conference on the History of Cartography, held in Madrid, offered a good survey of the concepts scholars are now applying in an attempt to analyse (1) the role of a map within the social group that produced it; (2) the ways in which a map reflects the specific historical period to which it belongs; and (3) the policies or projects that may have been behind its creation. It is clear, therefore, that we have now moved far away from those positivist histories of cartography that focused solely on the technical aspects of the construction of maps, and on the clarity and evidence of their content (in other words, on the map's supposed objectivity). With the jettisoning of the idea that maps are simply mirrors held up to the world, cartography has been seen as an exercise in the intellectual appropriation of the world by humankind aiming to achieve mastery over its surroundings. This approach has led to a ''rediscovery'' of the dual nature of the map: (1) as a social product that can reveal the ways in which a given society constructs its own specific knowledge of territory; and (2) as a means of communication that not only permits the circulation of that territorial knowledge but also plays an independent role in that process of communication (functioning as an agent in its own right). The study of ''cartography'' now embraces this duality with a whole range of interpretative approaches that aim to look at both the constructive and the communicative processes at work in a map. In effect, the focus of attention has shifted from ''how much reality is reproduced'' to ''what the map communicates with regard to the significance and meaning of territory.'' The last decade, therefore, has seen maps studied using a number of different methodologies and theoretical/ critical approaches, none of which the history of cartography can afford to ignore.
The aim of this article is to trace the phases in the emergence of this interpretive approach in order to underline its most innovative features and to argue that there is now a clear epistemological framework to be adopted in the study of maps. At the same time, my aim is to bring out the crucial role played by geographical studies in the changes that have been brought about. In effect, such studies have not only highlighted the problem of maps seen as exemplifying some sort of metageographical discourse, they have also revealed that the map is in fact a sophisticated ''self-referential'' instrument in the analysis of which semiosis -the generation of signs -plays a central role (as, by definition, a ''self-referential'' system is capable of generating meaning independently of the intentions of the person using it).
Starting from these premises, therefore, I will now look at the various interpretative approaches that, to differing degrees, have made a contribution to the method of critical interpretation now being applied -approaches that might be described as focusing on the study of the map-as-object, deconstruction, and semiotics.
The Study of the Map-as-Object
This is an important step beyond the positivist approach because, rejecting exactitude and closeness to reality as the sole criteria in the interpretation of a map, it looks at a map as a documentary source of knowledge. What is studied, therefore, is not the clarity or evidence of the information the map contains but the social context within which it is created. This change, of course, which dates back to the first half of the twentieth century, has paved the way to a re-evaluation of the import and the meaning of maps as records of the relationship between human beings and their surroundings.
1 It was at this time that the first tentative steps were taken to promote maps as tools that can effectively be applied to a variety of social agendas. As a documentary source, a map will feature prominently in pedagogy and in politics, in the military, in public administration, in religion, and in science. Eventually maps may be perused as territorial records even as the main research thrust is aimed at inspecting their structural aspects. In the latter case, all aspects of the construction of a map are taken into consideration, including the sort of material on which it is drawn, the graphic techniques used, the reason behind its creation, the body or person who commissioned it, the cartographer's knowledge and ability to express that knowledge, the map's commercial circulation, and -in some casesits role as a model or prototype for later cartographic works. These studies, which refocus attention on the rarity or interest of an individual document, also encouraged a new interest in the history of cartography by antiquarians and collectors, 2 with the result that wellknown scholars of proven competence in the field of the history of cartography worked in such areas. However, with the exception of a few rare cases, no great contribution was made to critical reflection upon the map as such. 3 During the same period, however, some scholars focused on the social aspects of maps, which would lead to a substantial development in the critical discourse regarding cartography. In Italy, foremost among these was Roberto Almagià (1923) , who considered that the value of the map-as-document lay not in its metrical rendition of reality but in the importance of its content. And ''content'' here was not just that information we would nowadays refer to as ''referential.'' It also included what we might call ''social'' information. Hence, the importance of a map lies in the fact that it is a document that reveals the territorial praxis of a given society at a given period in its history. 4 This is why Almagià reintroduced into the critical discussion of cartography those ''territorial images'' that had previously been denied the status of ''geographical maps'' -that is, administrative maps and charts. Before this, such works had been considered to be rather ingenuous sketches of territory and nothing more. How could they be legitimately described as works of cartography when they were not bound by indications of scale or type of projection and were often of uncertain authorship? 5 Almagià, however, took them to be the greatest expression of the territorial policies that the states of the early modern period were beginning to develop and apply. And his claim that they were works of cartography led him, in the first half of the twentieth century, to include them in the Monumenta Cartographica, one of the greatest products of that new interest in maps as an object of scholarly research.
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Designed to replace the often deficient nineteenth-century collections of maps, 7 these Monumenta were large-format works that reproduced the maps in such a way that they could be combined with texts highlighting their importance as documentary sources. The significance of this work becomes even clearer when we realize that these volumes are still widely used and consulted. 8 And as the importance of maps was recognized, people began to reflect upon how maps function as a means of communication and upon the ideological implications that, as a social product, a map must inevitably contain. This critical evaluation of maps was first exemplified in the studies of J.B. Harley, known to all historians of cartography for his very valuable and extensive research in this field.
9 And thus the second phase opens with interpretation becoming deconstruction.
The Deconstruction of Maps
This approach marked a break with its predecessor, rather than developing upon it, as it focused on areas that had previously been ignored. The idea that there was only one way of studying a map was abandoned in favour of a focus on different areas of interpretation. Maps continued to be interpreted as objects in order to throw light on the implications of their mode of construction as well as on their significance as records of the relation between human beings and their environment.
10 They were also studied as social products within the wider framework of reflections upon means of representation that were emerging within the social sciences (see Harley 1988) . This widening of the critical approach did, however, bring problems with it, for while new disciplines contributed to the understanding of maps, they also led to a certain fragmentation. In fact, as approaches to the history of cartography began straddling different fields, their internal cohesion dissolved into the specialized realms of each discipline. In Italy, for instance, cartographic studies seeped into the fields of history, architecture, and urban planning, which, of course, made circulation and crossreferencing harder. This is why cartographic interpretation tends to be experienced as a specialized sub-field, shaped by a scholar's mindset, rather than a self-contained, independent discipline. Specific areas of study were delimited as determined either by the specific characteristics of a certain kind of cartography -studies of historical cartography, of the modern map, and so onor else by the range of disciplines brought to bear in reflection upon maps. Nevertheless, in spite of this drawback, the final result was the same: the involvement of a multiplicity of critical approaches in the study of cartography, reflecting an attitude Harley put most succinctly when he commented that ''maps are too important to be left to cartographers alone'' (Harley 1989, 2) . The figure who first broke new ground in this deconstruction of maps was J.B. Harley, whose theoretical work began in the 1980s. Looking at the communicative results of a map, he saw the need for an approach that laid the foundations for such deconstruction, that is, the exploration of various, perhaps conflicting, discourses that might raise new problems in cartographic interpretation.
11 Starting from the definition of the deconstruction of a literary text put forward by Jacques Derrida, that is, the exploration of the aporie (impasse) between rhetoric and thought/ideas, Harley aimed to achieve three ends: (1) to challenge the epistemological myth (created by cartographers) which argued that there was a cumulative acquisition of objective knowledge created by striving towards greater similitude with reality; (2) to uncover the social role of maps and their power in consolidating an existing order of the world; and (3) to allow cartography to take its place in interdisciplinary studies of the representations and constructions of knowledge (Harley 1988 ).
Harley did not reject the importance of map production techniques, only the idea that cartography could be reduced to the study of these techniques. His starting point was that such technical rules are influenced by a series of social factors whose presence one should be able to read within the finished map. He argued that a good part of the power of a map derives from these social factors disguised within an apparently neutral science that supposedly exists outside society but that, at the same time, serves to legitimize social order. For Harley, precision and accuracy in rendition were the new talismans of power and its exercise -and the culmination of their talismanic authority was to be seen in the modernday use of computers to draw maps (Harley 1988) . His insistence that the map embodies a language took up three points: one arising from Jacques Bertin's studies of the semiotics of graphics, another from Erwin Panofsky's studies of iconology, and the third from the results of the sociology of knowledge. These would lead Harley to reiterate the idea of cartographic knowledge as a social product linked to the interests of power, thus throwing new light on the connection between cartography and ideology (Harley 1988) . 12 Harley's key contribution, however, was his intuition of the crucial relation between cartography and geography, highlighting the inexplicable rupture between the two disciplines (inexplicable because, given that it takes territory as its object of representation, the map must necessarily make reference to geography).
Harley hoped for the emergence of a social theory that would be a starting point for reflections on the hidden implications of cartography. And this is where the limitations of this approach begin to emerge. For how can a ''social theory,'' understood in the most general terms, not produce results that are equally general and generic on map interpretation? Perhaps the weak point in his work is the failure to recognize that any such theorywhile of course reflecting social issues -must be specifically geographical in nature. I will have occasion later to point out how, once one has such a theory, one can achieve quite unexpected results. Harley's approach would open the way for a number of scholars. Here, perhaps, we should mention two scholars, Christian Jacob (1992) and Franco Farinelli (1992) , who both focus on the question of the language of cartography even while pursuing different objectives. Jacob's starting point is that the persuasive power of a map rests not only on socio-political factors but also on the fact that the map meets a fundamental need of the individual; that is, it serves as a tool of a ''poetics of space,'' providing an image of how the world might be. Through his study of the architecture and the combinations of figurative codes used in cartography, Jacob arrives at the conclusion that a map is less an object than a function, an instance of social mediation that lends itself to numerous interactive situations (construction work, project design, operations upon terrain, teaching, discursive exchange), and that this is why, even when its diffusion is subject to restriction or monopoly, it is a social object, a strategic instrument of power (Jacob 1992, 458) . Jacob focuses on the complex dialectics at work within a map, which is anchored not in some generic ''knowledge of territory'' but in the socially consolidated knowledge that makes up ''geography.'' For our purposes, his most significant work is L'empire des cartes (1992), wherein he uses a synchronic structuralist approach to the entire history of cartography, taking it as a single whole in order to bring out the theoretical problems raised by maps and their graphic components. Jacob also explores the various stages in the perception and interpretation of cartographic works as such.
As a result of Jacob's studies, geographical maps are no longer ''obvious.'' His analysis of the various stages in their history, of the different ways they are produced and the intellectual choices behind their content and graphics, makes it clear that the nature and functions of ''the map'' are a legitimate area of study.
For his part, Farinelli follows in the footsteps of Harley to provide a basis for a critique of geographical knowledge with a particular emphasis on the ideology of maps. He traces the development of cartography from this viewpoint of ideology and thus comes to argue that the changes within it are linked with those in the political organization of the state. Firm in his conviction that maps have been used as interpretative models for geography, Farinelli (1983) finds it necessary to examine how maps affect geographical epistemology. He looks into the communicative function of a map to show (1) that what a map conveys is invariably subjected to ideology and (2) that, once accepted uncritically, a map's message may deeply impinge on the very notion of territory, a notion geographers will inadvertently pick up. Farinelli also argues that the map has its most dangerous influence on the very concept of ''space.'' And through his studies of geometrical cartography, he demonstrates that ''bourgeois'' geography arose only when the spatial logic imposed by the cartography of the previous period had been abandoned (see Farinelli 1983) . At that point, the world became a complex made up of individual, mappable, and, therefore, observable components. The cartographic image was the decisive proof of the concrete existence of an object (if it could be given a symbol and a name, its ''reality'' could not be doubted). Hence, human geography as an act of knowledge rests not on concepts but on the simple act of representation.
For a Semiotic Study of Maps:
The Hermeneutical Approach Unlike the deconstructive perspective, the hermeneutical approach elaborates on the idea of the map as a tool of intervention between society and territory and concludes that maps, in that type of relationship, play a crucial role. Hermeneutics focuses on the role of maps as agents capable of deploying self-referential information to effectively mould human intervention on territory. In other words, maps handle a complex geographical space by reshaping it as a cartographic space on the basis of which action is performed. Before looking at the results this approach has achieved up to date, one should point out that it is just one of a number of different forms of reflection upon cartography that have set themselves a common aim: the application of semiotic sciences to the interpretation of maps. I need only mention here the North American studies of Denis Wood and John Fels (1986) and, at a later date, of Alan Emanuela Casti MacEachren (1995) . Both these approaches focus on the semiotic functioning of maps, although from different angles and with varying degrees of formalization. Their specialized field is, I think, worth endorsing because it is currently one of the most structured and most vibrant lines of research.
13 And while innovation, of necessity, implies testing and experimentation, we should not fail to notice that formalized results have already been produced and subjected to critical scrutiny within the scientific community.
14 Various discussions of cartographic semiosis have emerged in recent years. These discussions define this theory as a ''hermeneutical approach'' because it falls within the realm of semiotic studies while remaining in fact self-sufficient. 15 Unlike other approaches, cartographic semiosis claims that a semiotic study of maps cannot be set aside from a semiotic study of territory. On the assumption, borrowed from geographical theory, that the social significance of territory is to be found in its semiotic setup, 16 this approach holds that maps rely on meta-semiosis (or second-level semiosis), since their language is moulded on territorial language (or first-level semiosis). Because of this, and for reasons I will discuss below, two aspects of cartographic interpretation must be pointed out: (1) that the name given on the map is seen not as one sign among many others but as the one whereby all cartographic information is arranged; and (2) that semiosis -the process whereby information is produced and transmitted -takes place in the presence of an interpreter, who has a double function as a territorial agent and as someone who communicates within a given society. This theory has been tested within the specific context of cartographic data collected in the West on both European and colonial territories (Casti 2001a) . That is precisely the cultural milieu in which a map takes on distinctive relevance both as an ideal tool of territorial conquest and as an instrument of self-confirmation of colonialist policies. Since this theory addresses the functioning of territorial symbolic systems taken all together, however, it can be applied to virtually any cultural context. It bears repeating here that the present analysis aims at deconstructing, de-locating, and re-encoding the theoretical consistency of geographical maps seen as powerful mimetic tools that go beyond their intended ends and rise above the cultural issues that originally shaped them. Let us start, then, by outlining the theoretical cartographic assumptions on which cartographic semiosis is based.
MAPS AND THE PROCESS OF TERRITORIALIZATION
It should first be made clear that this approach sees ''territory'' not exclusively as an empirical given, but as a process through which a society transforms natural space and imbues it with man-made significance and meaning.
The multiplicity of procedures in action upon territory can be broken down schematically into three large categories that together make up the process that for this reason is called territorialization: (1) denomination, (2) reification, and (3) structuralization. The first of these, denomination, involves the control of symbols, that is, those operations aimed at the intellectual modelling and appropriation of territory, namely the attribution of names to points on the surface of the earth which are thereby identified as places. Reification is the exercise of material control, that is, the physical construction and appropriation of ''territory.'' Finally, structuralization involves the creation of operational contexts for the performance of social projects. Given it's the relevance of denomination in the present discourse, it should also be reiterated that when we use this term we are referring to the attribution of names that reflect the values of the society that performs them. And the cultural import of names used in this way is signalled by the fact that they are called ''designators. '' 17 Hence, designators are ''abbreviations of descriptions'' and, in a more or less clear-cut way, ''agglomerates of concepts'' that pinpoint on territory the cultural values on which the functioning of its society relies. Denomination is a complex process in which different meanings come into play, depending upon the type of designator used and on the types of values it can convey. Using the categories of designation proposed by Angelo Turco (1988) , one might say that ''referential'' designators are intended to set referential frameworks. That is to say, the map reader uses them to orientate herself or to move around within the space, as in the case, for instance, of the Grand Canyon, Colorado, or Fifth Avenue in New York. Albeit in time encrusted with additional meanings, these designators were originally coined on account of their visual impact or the location they pinpointed in a series of references. ''Symbolic'' designators convey socially produced meanings; in other words, they are strictly bound up with the ideas and metaphysical values of the society that produced them. They refer to sets of values that bear upon religion (San Francisco, St. Lawrence, Mecca), history (New York), politics (Washington), or other fields. Furthermore, ''performative'' designators, like symbolic ones, contain socially generated significance; but, unlike them, they relate to what can be empirically ascertained as true (Mount Soufrière, the Great Salt Lake, Hot Springs Mountain, or Reykjavik).
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Using this schema, we can see that a designator contains all the qualities of the object to which it refers. Cartographic signification is, in fact, so condensed that it can be understood only through a reading that is both denotative and connotative. 19 The first level of reading is that of the referential designator, which is explicitly codified in order to create a referential framework, that is to say, an evident, superficial meaning. The second level 21 Ultimately, a name echoes a given social or political project. Once that project or the society it addresses changes, territory is renamed. What is beyond doubt, then, is the fact that by using performative and symbolic designators, societies attach their values to territory. However, what I want to insist on here is an aspect of this process that has yet to be recognized. In such contexts the map, far from being merely an intellectual appropriation of territory, performs a central role as the means of representation whereby denomination is put into effect. The crucial consequence that emerges, therefore, is the symbiosis between denomination and cartography, and thus, as I have already noted, the principal role of the name within cartographic communication.
22 Hence, the map is not solely the place within which one performs the intellectual appropriation of territory. It is also a denominative projection, because it conveys the meaning(s) enclosed within the designator. To do this, it accompanies the designator with other codes, which -as we shall see -are called denominative surrogates because of the communicative function they play and which take on some of the values/ meanings to be conveyed and communicate them as significant. 23 The designator Chicago, for instance, encompasses the meanings of the various functions associated with the city, such as a residential, political, economical, or educational space. One of these will be highlighted on the basis of the denominative surrogates that go with it. Its blueprint emphasizes its importance as a living space. The conventional symbol refers to the number of inhabitants, marks its political-administrative role, and so on.
In short, I am arguing not only that the map is a product of denomination, within which we can see at work the same dynamics as those within designators, but also that, at the same time, the map itself is also a semiotic field within which the use of signs, different from those of the lexical code, triggers off a second process of semiosis. The map, therefore, starts with geographical designators, but its mechanisms of communication involve the combination of these with other codes.
We should not forget that, from a structural viewpoint, the map is a system that attempts to master and order a complex of information by identifying the most relevant geographical features and arranging them in the same sequence in which they are perceived in reality. This means the use of various linguistic codes (involving names, numbers, shape, and colour), various structures, the geometrical structure of the sheet itself, and the symbolic structure within which the signifiers of the other codes are collected (see Figure 1a) . So, even at this first level, the map is a sort of hypertext, and as such it plays a role in what it communicates in a self-referential way. 24 Now, if we return to our starting premise -the importance of the designator -and if we consider the designator as the element that imposes some sort of hierarchical order on the surrogates present in a map, we can see the full potential of the cartographic projection of names upon reality. The designator is the crux of the process whereby information is actually produced, using a double communicative system, both Figure 1 . The map seen from the structural and from the communicative perspectives.
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analogical and digital, which will be discussed shortly (see Figure 1b ).
THE MAP AS A LOCUS OF SEMIOSIS
Having seen that the map can function as a hypertext, we must now see this capacity in relation to the production and communication of meaning that takes place in/through that map. Here we must look at the figure of the interpreter who uses such a document to obtain information and pursue objectives. His or her presence makes the map a locus of semiosis within which the signs become vehicles of significance. As noted by Charles Morris (1946) , signs convey something the moment their meaning is established or interpreted by someone. 25 In fact, focusing on this sign-as-vehicle, which in this case involves the designator combined with other signs, we can see that it rests on three procedures: (1) the formation of meaning, (2) the associations that develop thanks to the juxtaposition of signs, and (3) the interpretation made by the recipient of the information. Thus we can see the areas within which to investigate the rules of cartographic semiosis as such, though at a second level.
26 At a semantic level, meaning is produced through the encoding of signs. At a syntactic level, new meaning or significance is conveyed by the relationship between signs. And at a pragmatic level, the map appears as both an object of interpretation and the framework for social praxis (Figure 2) . It is not possible to provide here a detailed analysis of the specific impact of each of these domains on cartographic communication, especially since this information has been widely exemplified and made available elsewhere. It will suffice to restate the fact that the map must be considered a complex communication system, the relevance of which rests not on the information it is used to contain but on that which is generated by the process initiated by an interpreter (Casti 2000, 37-41) . It should equally be noted that, insofar as Casti triggers a decoding of both the cartographic and of the territorial language, the interpreter acts as a mediator between the two levels on which the semiotic approach takes place: the geographic level and the linguistic level. The hermeneutical slant of this approach consists in de-locating the geographical map to enact a re-encoding that may disclose its elaborate impact in the production and the circulation of territorial meaning. This line of research is grounded in the awareness that the interpretation of the map belongs to territorial action and thereby foreshadows strategies of production, use, and mediatization of territory.
This approach sheds light on some fundamental aspects of cartographic representation. It becomes clear that by reproducing space on the principle of analogy, where objects are in the same layout and with the same proportional size as perceived in reality, the map draws on a particular topology. This produces a cognitive organization of space, that is, a procedure that locates objects in space around an observer, who, in turn, is located in space thanks to the relationships between himor herself and those objects.
27 All this has brought about a reassessment, both technical and ideological, of the map's compositional features -its orientation, viewpoint, and centred representation -which has in turn produced analytical and theoretical evidence of their social relevance.
28 At the same time, it has been demonstrated theoretically that every single designator in a map is subject to certain prescriptions that, in some way, sanction its social meaning or significance. Attention is focused on certain aspects rather than others by procedures through which surrogates neutralize excess information and prescribe certain possible interpretations on the basis of what is included and what is excluded (Casti 2000, 151-73) . In effect, the real change in approach comes from the fact that the map is no longer seen solely as an important instrument in the intellectual appropriation of territory: it also serves as a crucial instrument in reinforcing the entire process of territorialization. In certain social-historical contexts, the map becomes the system whereby an entire community posits its relations to the world. Let us think, for instance, of the maps drawn during the age of discoveries and great explorations, where the progressive expansion of space went hand in hand with the accretion of geographical knowledge. The Mediterranean, featured throughout the fourteenth century as the one and only subject of maps, was gradually marginalized with respect to the ocean system following the discovery of America. Again, borders are delineated via maps, which set beforehand the geographical features to be later detected on territory, as in the case of rivers. Waterways are roughly mapped to demarcate borders, and if a field trip reveals inconsistencies, map lines are privileged. Throughout the colonial era, maps served as mediation tools whereby projects were enforced and courses of action decided in theory over territory that was unknown except via the maps themselves. The project of territorial re-evaluation promoted by French colonialists in Africa was carried out on the ground with information gathered from the thematic maps drawn with that specific intent (Casti 2001b, 429-50) . Thus cartography seems to be the product of a culture that generates a culture. It takes the cognitive patrimony of a particular society and uses it to enrich territorial knowledge. It puts itself forward as an autonomous means of communication. It presents itself as an innovative interpretation of the world generated within the mechanisms of territorial or social control established by the society that produces it.
THE CARTOGRAPHIC ICON
The detailed investigation of the way cartographic semiosis functions thus brings us to continue to consider the relation between map and territory. Starting from the observation that the former is the model of the latter, we can point out that the map offers the opportunity to focus on certain information and push other information into the background (or dissimulate it altogether). I have already indicated that, from a technical point of view, this modelling of territory is performed through the use of surrogates to combine names with certain characteristic details or features. The result of that combination is what I would define as the cartographic icon, 29 which plays an important role in the interpretation of the map: it takes the referent of the designator, models it in some way, and then introduces it into the exchange of communication via self-productive mechanisms. To be more precise, its result is not simply an addition of the meanings of the designator and surrogates that compose it. The icon, which functions independently of the process that produces it, transforms as well as combines. We can therefore be justified in saying that the icon takes the designator and invests it with certain content, thus establishing the way in which it can serve in territorial praxis.
In the icon, as in the designator, we can see two levels of communication: the denotative and the connotative.
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In short, once placed on the sheet, the icon acts in two ways upon the designator: first, it offers a figurative representation of its location, and thus strengthens its referentiality; second, it highlights certain aspects, whose importance is determined by a particular social context 31 (see Figure 3 ).
For example, on a road map of Canada, the icon used to identify Ottawa references the city by locating it on the west bank of the river bearing the same name and by indicating it as a major node on the road network connecting it to neighbouring towns (see Figure 4 ). Ottawa's political and administrative relevance as a capital city is signalled both by the point size of the font and by a specific symbol (a star). In addition, these signals differ from the ones used, for instance, to identify Hull or a smaller town such as Plantagenet.
32 Furthermore, the self-referring information clustered around this icon conveys the idea that we are dealing with an important city, a political or administrative centre that one can easily reach. Hence, the icon is the key feature in the generative process embodied in the map that not only elaborates and communicates information but also produces it. To use a geographical expression, the icons are tributaries of the Emanuela Casti communicative means -that is, the map -in which they appear. Hence, they respond, on the one hand, to the communicative mechanisms at work in visual representation (those analysed by the semiotics of visual communication) and, on the other hand, to those hyper-textual mechanisms whereby information is produced through self-generating processes. 33 Let us therefore take a brief look at the systems of communication at work in a map.
SYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATION: THE ANALOGICAL AND THE DIGITAL
In any communication, the encoding of the signs used can be of two types: the analogical or the digital. There is a third system, the iconic, but because this is the result of a composition of the first two, it can be considered as second-order, even if, as we will see later, it does develop methods of operation and function that are entirely specific to it and not derivative of the other two.
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Within processes of communication, the analogical and digital can be used either separately or together. They form the poles around which the process is performed; and, given that they convey the properties of an object in different ways, the same communicative process might tend to favour now one, now the other (Fileni 1984) .
But semiotic analysis of the systems of communication used in maps also brings out another important aspect. Contrary to popular belief, the map is not an analogical model of reality, but a system that uses both the analogical and the digital systems in a very particular relationship to each other. The analogical system can be seen at work in the topography of the map and is indicated by the rules that establish how the information is to be located within the map. The placing of the objects and their size in relation to the size of the support itself may respond to rules of perspective and proportional reduction, but they are not examples of ''transformation'' in the mathematical sense of the term. By this I mean that no access key is required to be able to understand them. The map aims to show objects as they are to be found in the real world, which is understood as a continuum that is subject to certain physical laws. And to do this it relies on differentiation; that is, one object is different from others because it is located in one specific place and because it is shown with specific characteristics. 35 For its part, the digital system transmits information about a specific geographical object through the use of various codes (colour, number, shape, etc.) that are intended to isolate only certain aspects of the referent of the designator. In other words, the digital system aims to create distinctions in order to convey what makes an object that object and no other.
From the above it will be clear, however, that the relation between the digital and the analogical is not simply contrastive/oppositional, although it can be so at times (Turco 1987, 123-33) . Within a map, it is the analogical system that constitutes the ''context'' for the operation of the digital system. Indeed, the analogical cannot even be seen in total isolation from the implications of a digital system, because, as we have already observed, the presence of the two systems together can bring the third system, the iconic, into play. This third system organizes the information from another, implicitly cultural, point of view. The icons do not show reality as it is; rather, they show how it appears within a particular theory of the world. It is through the action of icons that what is represented becomes conceptualized and is communicated through a dynamic process that offers a particular vision of the world. Hence, the iconic system draws on the map's ability to transmit the cultural values attributed to or invested in a specific territory. And, of course, it should be reiterated that such connotations perhaps do not actually belong to the territory itself but, rather, are the products of the map itself, as we shall observe in the section devoted to iconization (section 4.6 below).
THE SELF-REFERENTIAL WORLD OF CARTOGRAPHY
The full weight of this last statement becomes more obvious when we bring in one of the very first results of cartographic semiosis: self-reference. In the course of this discussion I have repeatedly mentioned self-reference as one of the properties of maps. By ''self-reference'' I mean the ability of a map to be accepted as such and, at the same time, to play a role in communication that is independent of the intentions of the cartographer who produced it. Because of cartographic self-reference, names and symbols on a map do not merely replicate empirical data of a physical, natural, or anthropic kind. Rather, in accordance with their own autonomous sets of rules, they produce additional meanings that affect the very perception observers have of the places that fall under their cognitive scrutiny. This self-reference is the result of the type of communicative system used and of the action of the icon in developing denomination. Names, shapes, and colours -in short, the entire language of the map -play a part in this ''self-generating'' mechanism. In effect, the map becomes self-referential because it shows itself capable of conditioning information upon the things it depicts. This means that, once created, the map is a system of signs endowed with a life of its own; it develops independently of what preceded it and of the intentions behind its original creation. In addition to this ''internal'' aspect of cartographic selfreference, there is also an ''external'' one. The very interpretation of a map is bound up with the stratification of cartographic documents over time and the accumulated experience of the people called upon to read them. Such experience and stratification defines what constitutes ''a map,'' influences the way it is perceived, and constructs the ''memory'' of the people interpreting it, thereby broadening its scope of action.
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In effect, the map's ability to serve as a representation rests on its ability to regulate the complexity of the real world by applying metrics that make it possible for interpreters to perceive geographical as cartographic space. It is this that makes it possible for the map to direct multiple courses of action determined on the basis of this ''newly created reality.'' The final outcome is, as we will see shortly, iconization, or the ability to establish how territory should be conceived and experienced.
One can, in fact, invert the claim that ''the map is not the territory'' and claim the very opposite: the map becomes territory as such. And it is this paradox that leads to the full development of a map's self-referential capacity. The map does not offer itself as territory; it actually presents itself as existing at a higher level than brute reality. By way of example, consider the map used by Italian army officials to approach the city of Adua in the course of Ethiopia's colonization. Having been drawn with this specific aim, this map featured only those elements that the cartographer deemed essential for a swift approach to the city. In fact, by featuring only mountains to be used as signposts for the approach and neglecting survey morphology, the map propagated the misconception that plains must exist between those mountains. This information, self-referential in its kind, originated from the fact that the author of the map had used contour lines to mark mountain ranges. In accordance with topographic convention, it was perfectly legitimate for others to infer that the absence of contour lines identified flatlands. Although challenged by real-world experience -the fact that the landscape looked completely mountainous -this information induced army officials to proceed with the intent of reaching the plains supposedly marked on the map and of launching an attack from there. The Abyssinians were thus given a chance to attack, and eventually managed to defeat, the Italian army. Even though, in this case, cartographic self-reference played into the cartographer's mistake, it turned out to be successful because it was granted preference over territory. 37 To conclude, I will claim that maps turn their point of weakness into their strong point. As a model, they cannot duplicate reality, but they can substitute for it, and the primary outcome of this substitution is iconization.
ICONIZATION
Iconization marks the high point in the map's production and conveyance of meaning and significance. It can be defined as the communicative issue whereby the selfreferential mechanisms of the map are used to convey conjectures as truths.
In short, the message conveyed by the map can actually replace reality. By instilling the information it generates with relevance -as a real reflection of the characteristics of territory -it can determine behaviour. This is because iconization takes the meaning generated by a map and introduces it into a circuit of communication by exploiting the main functions of the map itself: description and conceptualization. In looking at these two functions, we should recall that the map meets two basic needs in the intellectual appropriation of reality. First, it offers a description that presents the features of the territory that could be perceived through direct observation of the real world; second, it offers a conceptualization of the world, applying the categories of representation (which embody an interpretation) in order to say how the world ''works.'' It will then be possible for us to distinguish between maps that favour description as their communicative mode and maps that are instead elaborated on a worldview only partially adherent to established canons of real-world mimesis. Nonetheless, the important point here is the relationship between this and what has already been stated about the map's function in turning territory into discourse: the map causes a shift in communication from the level of description to the level of enunciation. It has been pointed out how the body of communicative procedures used by the icon to ''show'' the statement conveyed in this discourse can be traced back to the map's use of figurative rendition, the ultimate effect of which is iconization. 38 The effect of iconization is to shift the communication from the level of description to that of conceptualization. The message conveyed now contains a social meaning as well. This means that regardless of whether the map intends to convey concepts or ''mere'' descriptions, the very use of figuration results in the production of icons. The result is that the reliability attributed to the description is also attributed to the concept. In other words, iconization promotes the use of the map as a theory one can rely on to assess all the information involved by activating a system in which various pieces of information and concepts are made to circulate endlessly and in different forms upon the double plane of cartographic communication: to describe and to conceptualize. This is all the more evident when the map represents territory removed from the society where the map is drawn. Consider, for instance, a colonial map of Africa reflecting typical Western values by mapping features in the form of material achievements (e.g., a monument, a building) or in a layout based on geometry (urban layout, road network, borders). Such a map fails to account for other values, namely symbolic ones that underpin African society. Consequently, insofar as they ignore the cosmological value system on which African society is rooted and operated, cartographic documents obliterate its very functioning. Thus iconization produces two main outcomes: first, it denies these cosmological values and thereby African territorial layout; second, it ascribes to African territory the unfamiliar, homogenizing values of the colonizing culture.
Many examples from colonial cartography illustrate this point. 39 Think, for instance, of the typical African village, in which the territorial layout relies on an internal hierarchy and a power structure conveyed by the arrangement of huts. In most cases this arrangement was neglected by colonial cartographers, who perceived it as a random and chaotic jumble and drew their maps accordingly. Self-reference qualifies the African village as a built-up area devoid of functional order. Furthermore, iconization adds force to the perception that it is less important than a neatly laid out, functional, and fully equipped colonial town. Similarly, the sacred area of wooded land where relations between individuals were established and where villagers performed their sacred rituals was represented as a mere feature of the natural landscape that cartographic self-reference conveyed as irrelevant because of its small size. Iconization, in turn, came to obliterate the woods' social importance and fed that social importance into the circuit of colonial interests as a small group of trees. On a final note, we can consider mountains that Africans associated with gods and thus were excluded from appropriation -even giving names to these mountains was not permitted. To Western cartographers, a mountain was simply yet another discovery; it was named, using colonial designators, and surveyed just like any other territorial feature. Iconization took over by ranking the mountain according to its elevation, in keeping with colonial appraisals. All territory was thus represented on the basis of Western criteria and managed accordingly. Iconization can be found also in maps that represent territory within the society where the maps are produced. Let us consider a current tourist map of Death Valley, California. The valley's territorial layout is based on the road network and on tourist and surveillance facilities, all of which provide a detailed and exact representation. Self-reference acts upon this description by extending its informational layout to the whole desert, which, despite unfavourable natural conditions, is thus featured as territory that has been fully -both physically and intellectually -appropriated. Intellectual appropriation takes control where material, anthropic intervention ceases and uses denomination to induce syntactically the idea of a fully anthropomorphized area. Designators scattered over the entire desert serve to mark its complete subjection, and iconization takes over, first using all these data to convey the notion that the area is safe and then extending its value judgement to the whole enterprise whereby wilderness has been turned into a social asset.
At this point, therefore, one might claim that the map is an operative mechanism that says the world must be of a certain type and that it must function in a certain way. The map itself is an icon, defining the term in its widest possible sense to mean an instrument by means of which one carries out a metamorphosis of the world. But the map also embodies a shift in perspective. The fact that it is a representational mechanism capable of mimesis means that it has greater communicative ability than brute territory itself, and thus it ends up taking the place of that territory. The map's effectiveness as a mimetic device comes from its implicit equation -map ¼ territory -an equation that cannot possibly be defined objectively, unless as a potential tool whereby consistency in the relation between society and its space is claimed to be attainable and attained. This power of mimesis, as highlighted by a semiotic analysis of cartography, is what enables a map to compromise and alter the meaning of territory.
5. Society, Cartography, and
Geographical Sciences
The above discussion of development in the theories of cartographic interpretation now brings us to one unavoidable question: What skills and abilities are required by the person interpreting a map? This question arises from the fact that cartographic interpretation is one of those specialist areas in which, I believe, the possession of a certain ''expertise'' is necessary. Avoiding banal prescriptions as to the characteristics an interpreter must have, I will limit myself here to what I consider the most fruitful of the above-outlined approaches to cartographic interpretation: the semiotic. Given that this approach moves at a meta-geographical level and thus calls into play a second level of interpretation, it would seem that a necessary starting point is a thorough knowledge of the first level -that is, of geography itself. Obviously this does not mean that the interpreter must belong to one of a certain group of disciplines (geography, history, urban planning, etc.); rather, it means that he or she must possess the instruments suitable for such cartographic analysis, instruments provided by knowledge of territorial theories as such. And a more radical question that emerges from the positing of territory as a complex system is whether maps are capable of demonstrating that complexity. Having freed maps from those beliefs that saw them as an instrument that merely registered reality, can we now say that maps are capable of conveying the deep significance of territory? Cartographic semiosis has shown not only that maps can convey complex information but also that this information is always the product of iconization, and that it is connected with reality but cannot simply be superimposed upon it. In short, it has been shown that, as a model, a map replaces rather than represents territory. What is more, a study of maps reveals that the result of the communicative process they set in action is even more radical. Maps ultimately call into question the material significance of territory itself. Icons underline the relevance of what is created and imposed by the map itself. They shift aside the actual physical substance of the real world.
And here another intriguing question arises, which, however, lies outside the scope of the present discussion. As a mechanism of mimesis, what role does the map play within the world of the Internet, which is by definition concerned with the creation of a non-material world? In spite of numerous attempts to master the role of cartography on the World Wide Web, that question still seems to be unanswered. More research and more theoretical analysis are necessary for an adequate reply. Perhaps, once again, the solution lies in further study of the various aspects of mimesis at work in a map.
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